


Create memories at Landskrona Foto Festival.  

In September, the seventh Landskrona Foto 
Festival will take place. The most important 
photo festival in Scandinavia has made an 
international impact. The city centre will be 
filled with more than twenty exhibitions of fifty 
photographers, from world-famous names such 
as Susan Meiselas and the collective Project 
Pressure to young photographers who are not 
yet established.  

With a new artistic director, London-based 
Monica Allende, the festival is taking a new 
direction. The visitor is invited on a journey in 
time and space, through the city’s public pla-
ces and environments. This year’s theme: The 
architecture of memory. This year’s ambition: 
To repeat the success of previous years so that 
Landskrona will become Europe’s leading me-
eting place for photography. 

“I see myself as someone who passes on questions 
so that people can question themselves. Who are 
we? Where do we come from? We all carry certain 
ideas about who we are as a group, as a socie-
ty and a country, but how are these stories of 
identity created and maintained? Based on these 
questions, thematic clusters are presented in the 
exhibition spaces, depicting the negative sides 
of climate change and colonialism,” says Monica 
Allende. 

Many festivals around the world have had to 
cancel this year, but Landskrona Foto Festival is 
pleased to present a broad programme in 2020. 
Project Pressure is a world-famous photo pro-
ject depicting the climate crisis, in collaboration 
with climate scientists and institutions such as 
NASA and the World Glacier Monitoring Service 
(WGMS).

This year’s winner of the Swedish Photobook 
Prize, Maja Daniels, is exhibiting her award-win-
ning photo series Elf Dalia. Inspired by her family 
roots in Älvdalen, she has mixed her own photo-
graphs with older pictures from the area.

Another major name is Susan Meiselas, who 
has been following and documenting wars and 
conflicts for several decades. One region she has 
returned to is Kurdistan. Under Saddam Husse-
in’s regime, thousands of Kurds were murdered. 
Meiselas was present at the excavation of mass 
graves and helped document the forensic work 
conducted there. For this she has received some 
of the world’s most prestigious prizes, for ex-
ample, Sweden’s finest prize for photography, 
the Hasselblad Prize.



Like the rest of the world, Landskrona Foto 
Festival is affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

“It is difficult to predict the situation on 
4 September when the festival opens. But there will 
be a festival! We are planning so that we can pre-
sent exhibitions in a safe and responsible way at the 
Art Gallery, the Museum, Tyghuset, Exercishallen 
and the Citadel. There will be particular emphasis 
on the outdoor exhibitions, which will certainly be 
noticed in the city,” says Jenny Nordquist, head of 
Landskrona Foto.

This year, the ambition is to create new ways to 
meet, for example by moving artist talks and Q&A 
sessions online. Another exciting example is our 
Portfolio Review. Instead of meeting physically, 
we will connect photographers and experts from 
all around the world in an online portfolio review 
which will be open to a large number of partici-
pants.

Welcome to Landskrona in its autumn beauty, 
4–20 September, to see the most interesting cont-
emporary photography.

Landskrona Foto Festival is organized by Landskrona Foto, 
the umbrella term used since 2013 to designate a centre 
for the photographic image, ranging over activities such as 
exhibitions, collections, events, the history of photography, 
photobooks and residencies. Our vision is to become Europe’s 
most relevant meeting place for photography – where the 
established and the experimental come together and stimula-
te the general public’s understanding of photography and its 
value to society.



Landskrona Foto Festival’s artistic director Mo-
nica Allende has a long background as a curator, 
creative producer, consultant and educator. 
She has previously been artistic director of the 
international photo festival GetxoPhoto in Bil-
bao and FORMAT17 International Photography 
Festival.

As picture editor at The Sunday Times Magazine, 
Allende launched the award-winning Spectrum 
section. She works as creative producer for 
WeTransfer, has collaborated with screenpro-
jects.org and produces a number of multidiscipli-
nary projects with artists and digital platforms 
all over the world.

Allende is thoroughly familiar with Landskrona 
and has visited and participated in previous pho-
to festivals. Despite her impressive list of large 
and prestigious assignments around the world, 
she cherishes Landskrona as a particularly exci-
ting opportunity.

“Here the photograph is part of the public en-
vironment. We reach out to a lot of people. Pho-
tographic art becomes part of the city, it can be 
seen in the parks and shops just as much as in the 
museum and in galleries. The whole city is trans-
formed into a bustling photo metropolis. That’s 
why Landskrona Foto Festival is so distinctive 
and interesting. Here we exhibit in places that are 
accessible to everyone.”

Artistic director – Monica Allende.

Monica Allende. Photo: Carlos Alba



This year’s theme, “The architecture of memo-
ry” runs like a common thread through all the 
exhibitions. Several of them deal with the role 
of memory in creating and recreating our reali-
ty. Others highlight how memory as a collective 
concept can be influenced. For Monica Allende, 
it’s an exciting challenge that she wants us to 
reflect on.

“My method is always to try to create a theme 
that is relevant to the community that hired me 
as curator. In the case of Landskrona, the work 
consists primarily of exhibitions in the public 
space, in dialogue with the population. I want to 
raise questions like: Who are we? Where do we 
come from? What is the collective memory of who 
we are?”

We all carry certain ideas about who we are as 
a group, as a society and a country, but how 
are these stories of identity created and ma-
intained? Based on these questions, thematic 
clusters are presented in the exhibition spaces, 
depicting the negative sides of climate change 
and colonialism.

This year’s theme - 
The architecture of memory.

Noemie Goudal. Glaciér 2, 2016.



Participating photographers.

PROJECT PRESSURE

Project Pressure’s mission is to make the clima-
te crisis visible. Established photographers are 
assigned to carry out expeditions in different 
places around the world.

The project started in 2008, with the aim of put-
ting pressure on governments and individuals so 
that we can change our behaviour, to reduce our 
negative impact on the planet and contribute to 
a better future. Photographers have been tasked 
with interpreting the theme of “Meltdown”.

The work has been done together with climate 
scientists and established institutions such as 
the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS) 
and the National Aeronautics and Space Admi-
nistration (NASA). During Landskrona Foto 
Festival, works by five photographers will be 
shown at Hotell Öresund:

Edward Burtynsky, Peter Funch, Noémie Goudal, 
Simon Norfolk and Klaus Thymann.

Top: Edward Burtynsky, bottom: Klaus Thymann

BRITTA JASCHINSKI 

Britta Jaschinski puts animal trafficking in the 
spotlight. Her unique photojournalistic style 
envisions the human exploitation of wildlife. 

Amongst her work we see elephant feet that will 
become footstools and animal heads to put on 
walls. The greedy demand for products made of 
animal parts leads to the fact that many species 
are threatened with extinction. 

Jaschinski means that the battle is almost lost. 
Soon all elephants, rhinos, tigers, lions and giraf-
fes will be out of stock.   

Britta Jaschinski. The series Wildlife Or Commodity?
is on show in Storgata/Slottsgatan.



JESSICA PETTWAY

Jessica Pettway works in New York. The Plastic 
series has been specially produced for Landskro-
na Foto Festival.

For many years Pettway has documented the 
use of plastics in modern society. The pictures 
have been published in newspapers such as The 
New York Times and The Guardian.

Now the Plastic series has a Swedish part. The 
packages in the pictures were bought in local 
grocery stores in Landskrona and photograp-
hed in Pettway’s studio in New York. Plastic is 
a controversial material. On the one hand it is 
cheap, hygienic and sterile. On the other hand, 
it has highly negative consequences for the 
environment. The sterility of plastic alienates 
the consumer from agriculture and the origin of 
food. Where does this demand for artificiality 
come? From the consumer or from industry?

Jessica Pettway. The Plastic series is on show in Östergatan.

SACKITEY TESA 

Sackitey Tesa is a photographer and stylist from 
Ghana. In his photos he combines elements 
of clothing, art, portraits and landscapes. He 
has created an unconventional style in fashion 
photography. The models in Tesa’s pictures are 
mainly neighbours, family and friends. Clothes 
and props are made by the photographer from 
various things that he can find, and he believes 
recycled object possesses a special force. 

The series Refashioned Everyday Objects is on 
show in Järnvägsgatan.



EMILY GRAHAM

Emily Graham, born in the United Kingdom in 
1983. The Palace is a series of photographs from 
places in central France, including potential sites 
for the burial of nuclear waste.

How do we warn the people of the future about 
this nuclear waste? Graham’s photo series has 
a language of its own, and it tells a story about 
a different language – a symbolic language that 
must inhibit human curiosity for all time.

Emely Graham. The Palace series is on show at the Tycho Brahe 
Museum on Ven.

ZIYAH GAFIC

Ziyah Gafić was born in Bosnia-Herzegovina in 
1980. The Quest for Identity series is a forensic 
depiction of objects, documents and photo-
graphs found in the mass graves after the Sre-
brenica massacre. In 2010 Gafić began to 
systematically to document the thousands of 
things that had been dug up.

Homes have been destroyed, bodies have 
decomposed and the survivors have been sca-
ttered over the world. The photographs make 
up an archive, a kind of encyclopaedia that says 
something about those who were murdered. 
About their dreams and ambitions. The work is 
still in progress.

Ziyah Gafić. The Quest for Identity series is on show at Kasernplan.

SUSAN MEISELAS

Susan Meiselas is a documentary photographer 
who has devoted decades to covering wars and 
conflicts.

Between 1991 and 2008 she visited Kurdistan 
several times to document the region. She also 
collected material and created a book of 
documents from the Kurds’ hidden history. The 
selection of Meiselas’ photographs has been 
made by Monica Allende, artistic director of 
Landskrona Foto Festival, and the exhibition is 
unique to Landskrona.

Susan Meiselas. The selection from Kurdistan is on show at Kasern-
plan.



PATRICK WATERHOUSE

Patrick Waterhouse, born in the United Kingdom 
in 1981. The Restricted Images series is a col-
laboration between Waterhouse and the War-
lukurlangu Art Centre. 

The works were made in the communities of 
Yuendumu and Nyirripi which are remote desert 
aboriginal communities in Central Australia. 
For the Warlpiri, the history of photography is 
dark, as photographers have sometimes worked 
on behalf of the colonists. Patrick Waterhouse. The Restricted Images : Made with the Warlpi-

ri of Central Australia, is on show at Landskrona Museum.

GLIMPSES OF OUR PAST

Exploring visual historical archives offer glimp-
ses of previous existences. People shopping in 
the high street, working in industries or wal-
king through the familiar landscape. By looking 
at the places we see every day, through the 
lenses of history, we are presented with the 
possibility to reimagine our surroundings.  

The Artistic Director for Landskrona Foto Festi-
val, Monica Allende, has searched through the 
photo collection at Landskrona Museums  to 
find  glimpses of our past.

For seven years Waterhouse lived in central Australia, taking photographs of his own and collecting 
archival material about Australia’s colonial history. He gave this material to a Warlpiri artist com-
munity. They revised the pictures with dot painting, a traditional Aboriginal art technique. This is 
how the works in Restricted Images emerged.

ROGER EBERHARD

Roger Eberhard, born in Switzerland in 1984. In 
his photographic work, Eberhard has taken an 
interest in places and spaces.

The picture series Human Territoriality is about 
borders drawn and dissolved.

What is important in the pictures is invisible. 
Eberhard has “portrayed” vanished borders. 
Some were dissolved naturally, others disappea-
red when power changed hands. The series of 
pictures emphasizes the arbitrary character of 
borders, how they both protect and damage.

Roger Eberhard. The Human Territoriality series is on show in the 
Konsthallen park.

Photographer unknown. From Minnesbanken, Landskrona museum 
archive.



HRAIR SARKISSIAN

Hrair Sarkissian, born in Damascus in 1973. 
The Unexposed series of pictures is about the 
descendants of the Armenians who converted to 
Islam to escape the genocide that took place in 
the Ottoman Empire in 1915.

Today, after rediscovering their roots and con-
verting back to Christianity, these descendants 
are forced to conceal their new-found Armenian 
identity. They are not accepted by the Turkish or 
the Armenian community and therefore remain 
invisible. Sarkissian’s photographs play with 
what is visible and invisible and how we oursel-
ves as observers fill in what is missing.

Hrair Sarkissian. The Unexposed series is on show in the 
boiling house at the Citadel.

CLEMENTE BERNAD

Clemente Bernad, born in Spain in 1963. On 17 
July 1936, the Spanish Civil War began with 
Franco’s attempted coup. In the subsequent 
years, hundreds of thousands of people disap-
peared.

Donde Habita el Recuerdo (“Where Memory 
Lives”) is Bernad’s documentation, which he 
began in 2003, of the forensic work of charting 
the atrocities of the era. The photographs are a 
tribute to those whose demand for justice pre-
served the memory of those who disappeared.

Clemente Bernad. The picture series Donde Habita el Recuerdo 
(Where Memory Lives) is on show in the prison at the Citadel.



ANTON KUSTERS

Anton Kusters, born in Belgium in 1974. The Blue 
Skies Project consists of 1,078 polaroid images, 
taken of the sky above the 1,078 concentration 
camps that existed in Nazi Germany.

Stamped on each image are the coordinates 
of the place and the estimated number of vic-
tims in each camp. The work includes a piece of 
sound art created by Ruben Samama. The work 
lasts 4,432 days, as long as Nazi concentration 
camps were active. There is a note for every 
victim.

LESIA MARUSCHAK

Lesia Maruschak, born in Canada in 1961. 
Project Maria is based on a photograph of 
Maria F, a girl who survived the Holodomor fami-
ne (1932–33) in the Soviet Ukraine.

Four million people starved to death during 
Joseph Stalin’s terror. Maruschak herself is of 
Ukrainian descent and heard people retelling 
their memories of the Holodomor in her child-
hood. These memories never left her. In the 
exhibition Maruschak chisels out Maria’s fate 
and portrays the relationship between the past 
and our time.

Anton Kusters. The Blue Skies Project is on show in the north tower 
of the Citadel.

Lesia Maruschak. The Project Maria series is on show in the prison 
at the Citadel.



ANAÏS LOPEZ

Anaïs López, born in Amsterdam in 1981. In a 
hotel room in Singapore, a Javan myna, a bird in 
the starling family, came to Lopez to tell her its 
life story. Lopez listened to the bird’s story and 
created the work The Migrant.

The Javan myna is an endangered species, th-
reatened by humans. The Migrant is a study in 
storytelling. With equal parts of documentary 
and fable, with imagination and humour, Lopez 
tells the Javan myna’s story.

SIM CHI YIN

Sim Chi Yin, born in Singapore in 1978. In the 
multimedia project One day we’ll understand, 
she exposes hidden traces of the Malaya crisis, a 
conflict between the British colonial power and 
the Malaysian left.

Sim Chi Yin’s grandfather was a communist 
who was executed in 1949. In some circles, her 
grandfather is a freedom fighter, in others a 
terrorist. In his own family, he became an unme-
ntionable person. The photographs fill out gaps 
between the fragments of the time and make 
this history more complete.

SILVIA ROSI

Silvia Rosi, born in Italy in 1992. Her mother and 
father migrated from Togo to Italy a couple of 
years before Rosi was born, but soon they went 
their separate ways.

From a place in the diaspora, she examines her 
parents’ history and culture. Rosi’s story is both 
personal and universal.

The photographs include self-portraits in which 
the photographer plays her mother and father, 
with an aesthetic that is commonly found in 
West African photo studios. Is it possible to 
create a family album in retrospect, to bring 
together what has been broken up?

Anaïs Lopez. The series The Migrant is on show at Konsthallen.

Sim Chi Yin. The picture series One day we’ll understand is on show 
at Konsthallen.

Silvia Rosi. The Encounter series is on show at Konsthallen.



YIM SUI FONG

Yim Sui Fong works in Hong Kong. The work The 
Man Who Attends to the Times is a homage to her 
father.

Between 1971 and 2000, her father was a care-
taker at a warehouse that supplied the govern-
ment with material. In The Man Who Attends to 
the Times, Sui Fong explores her father’s life at 
a workplace. She assumes her father’s role as 
timekeeper and creates new material from the 
same place. Her work is a low-key testimony 
about her father. It is also a testimony about 
transformation and differences in the zeitgeist.

LEE KAI CHUNG

Lee Kai Chung lives and works in Hong Kong. 
The work Retrieval, Restoration & Predica-
ment is told through several different media. 
Kai Chung has investigated what happened to 
various artefacts, for example eleven bron-
ze statues, during and after World War II. The 
work shows how time and ideology can change 
even things that are literally cast in metal. 
The transformation of the objects symboli-
zes people’s movement and metamorphosis.

MAJA DANIELS  

Maja Daniels, born in Uppsala in 1985, is this 
year’s winner of the Swedish Photobook Prize.

Inspired by her family roots in Älvdalen, she has 
produced the series Elf Dalia. Her own photo-
graphs are mixed with older pictures from the 
area. Daniels thus links the past to the present 
and weaves a narrative that arises at the inter-
section of documentation and fiction.

She explores people and class, what language 
and imagery can carry in relation to a regional 
culture.

Yim Sui Fong. he series The Man Who Attends to the Times is on 
show at Konsthallen.

Maja Daniels. The series Elf Dalia is on show at Tyghuset.

Lee Kai Chung. The work Retrieval, Restoration & Predicament is on 
show at Konsthallen.



RODRIGO ORRANTIA

The State of Things is an experimental downlo-
adable publication curated by Rodrigo Orrantia 
and containing works created by Joshua Bilton, 
Hannah Hughes, Eugenia Ivanissevich, Tom Love-
lace and Bärbel Praun.

The publication is the beginning of a two-year 
project, in which each artist in the group pre-
sents an idea about objects, photography and 
places in Landskrona, to be developed into an 
exhibition during the festival in 2022.

The publication will be available as an online PDF 
for download and printing at home.

Rodrigo Orrantia, Joshua Bilton, Hannah Hughes, Eugenia 
Ivanissevich, Tom Lovelace, Bärbel Praun. 
The state of things.



Under (De)construction

Anka Gregorczyk | Anna Siggelkow | Carola Lampe | Caroline Kolkman | Cian Burke | David Barreiro 
Diego Ballestrasse | Domonkos Varga | Elsa Gregersdotter | George Selley | Georgs Avetisjans
Gustavo Balbela | Indrė Urbonaitė | Joachim Bøgedal | Johanna Karjalainen | Jordi Barreras
Joshua Tarplin | Jošt Dolinšek | Margherita Muriti | Negar Yaghmaian | Sara Perovic | Sara Wu
Shelli Weiler | Søren Lilholt | Theo Ellison | Vitaliy Galanzha | Yushi Li | Yuxin Jiang

Just as the prefix de- denotes removal or reversal, the artists in this exhibition investigate the na-
ture of the photographic medium by taki ing it apart. Ultimately it is existence itself that is analysed 
and transformed into new structures, shapes and ideas.

Although Under (De)construction presents works by 28 artists, all of them working with different 
forms of artistic expression, one can discern a common method: to go beyond “the photographic 
framework” itself. Perhaps one can see this as a search for other structures to relate to, at a time 
when we are approaching the end of the world as we know it.

On show in Exercishallen.

PARALLEL is a platform that brings together creative European organizations to promote cross-cultural exchange and men-
toring, with a view to establishing new guidelines in contemporary photography. The members include museums, galleries, 
cultural centres, festivals, art schools and publishers – more specifically 18 of the most vibrant European cultural hubs 
from 16 different countries.

Elsa GregersdotterDomonkos Varga

PARALLEL INTERSECTION



Pressbilder
landskronafoto.org/press

Practical information.

Opening hours
 
4–20 September 2020

Friday 4 September, 12–22
Saturday 5 September, 10–18
Sunday 6 September, 10–18
7–20 September, 12–17

Tickets

One-day ticket: 100 SEK
Age 0–19 free 

To avoid queues, please buy tickets online in our webshop.
To buy a ticket on site: Landskrona Foto Tyghuset, Landskrona Museum and Konsthallen.

Free admission for Landskrona residents.
Pick up your festival pass from mid-August at Landskrona Museum, Landskrona Public Library or at 
the Tycho Brahe Museum on Ven.

Sponsors and partners

Kontakt
press@landskronafoto.org

http://www.facebook.com/LandskronaFoto/
http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg_JtbpPSfhl9p7AEA06PFA
http://www.instagram.com/landskronafoto/?hl=sv
https://www.landskronafoto.org/press/
http://www.landskronafoto.org/press/
mailto:press%40landskronafoto.org?subject=Press%20Landskrona%20Foto%20festival%202020

